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Abstract
A simple computer program dating from the first half
of the nineteenth century is presented as the earliest
known example of an evolutionary simulation model.

The model is described in detail and its status as
an evolutionary simulation model is discussed. Three
broad issues raised by the model are presented and
their significance for modern evolutionary simulation
modelling is explored: first, the utility of attending
to the character of a system's entire dynamics rather
than focusing on the equilibrium states that it admite
of; second, the worth of adopting an evolutionary perspective on adaptive systems beyond those addressed
by evolutionary biological research; third, the potential for the non-linear character of complex dynamical
systems to be explored through an individual-based
simulation modelling approach.

With the war-time and post-war development of the
first modern computers came a surge of research into
computational theory. Seminai work by mathematicians such as McCuiloch and Pitts (1943) on tise logic
of neural circuitry, Turing (1952) on diffusion-reaction
models of morphogenesis, Walter (1963) and Ashby
(1956) on cybernetics, von Neumann and Burks (1966)
on automata theory and self-replication, and later Holland (1975) on the formal properties of adaptation, involved the application of logic, mathematics, robotics,
and control theory to essentially biological problems.
'I'he above-cited pieces of research are now recog-

nised as the intellectual i)recursors to tise field that
has come to he known as artificial life. Although, more
proximally, artificial life can be considered to be the off-

spring of artificial intelligence (see Brooks, 1991, and
Steels, 1994, for accounts of artificial life's relationship
to artificial intelligence), it is becoming increasingly

apparent that the work published under the artificial
life rubric (e.g., models of morphogenesis, cellular automata models, behaviour based robotics, tise simulation of adaptive behaviour, etc.) has inherited much
of its method, and some would say madness, either directly, or circuitously, from these mid-century pioneers.

However, it will he claimed here that a particular kind of artificial life, the evolotionai-y .sirnulcition
model, originated far earlier than even tise first of these
seminal works. Coincidentally, the first evolutionary
simulation model isolds many lessons that are pertinent
today. After introducing the model and discussing its
status as ais evolutionary siniutatiois model, a series of
issues raised by the model will he presented and their
implications for nioderis artificial life explored.

The Ninth Bridgewater Treatise
In 1837, twenty-two years before the publication of
Darwin's On 1/ic Origin of Species, and over a century before the advent of the first modern computer, a
piece of speculative work was published as ais uninvited
Ninth Bridgetvater Treatise. The previous eight works

in the series had been sponsored by tise will of Fraiscis Henry Egerton, Earl of Bridgewater, and a rnember of tise English clergy. 'l'he will's instructions were
to make money available to commission and publish
ais encyclopedia of natural tlseology concerising "the
Power, Wisdom, and Goodness of God, as manifested
us tise Creation" (Brock, 1966; Robson, 1990).
'l'he ninth publication us this series is noteworthy in
that, unlike typical works of isatural theology, it neither souglst to draw attentiois to miraculous states of
affairs deemed uislikely to Isave come abotit by chance,
and tlsus thought to be the work of a divine hand (e.g.,
the length of tise terrestrial clay, which seems miraculously suited to the habits of mais and other aisirnals),

nor did it seek to reconcile scientific findings with a
literal reading of tise Old 'I'estament (e.g., disputiisg
evidence that suggested ais alarnsingly ancient, earth,
accouist.ing for the existence of dinosaur bones, or promotiiig evidence for the occurrence of the great flood,
etc.). In contrast to these apologetic efforts, the author of tise nintis Bridgewater treatise produced what
is, to my knowledge, tise first instance of ais evolutionary simulation model.

The author of the Ninth Bridgewater Treatise was
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Charles Babbage, the designer of the difference engine

and analytical engine (the first automatic calculating
devicçs, and thus precursors to the modern computer).
Indeed, in 1837 he was one of perhaps a handful of scientists capable of carrying out research involving auto-

mated computational modelling. His model stands as
a usefully simple case study, and an elegant example
of the use to which computers are being put in modern
artificial life.

The aim of this paper will not be to draw attention
to Babbage's model as an example of a particularly
prescient piece of work, anticipating much of modern
evolutionary simulation modelling. Rather, this antique evolutionary simulation model will be revived,

Geological Time

not only to identify similarities between Victorian science and current artificial life, but in order to highlight.
important aspects of the contemporary practice of evolutionary simulation modelling. In pursuing this aim,
I am well aware of the risks of Vhiggism in interpreting historical material (see Hyrnan, 1990, for discussion
of Whiggism in the study of Babbage and his work).
Although a modern perspective on the past is unavoidable, the fact that this paper does not primarily seek to
re-evaluate Babbage's work but to re-analyse modern
evolutionary simulation modelling work in the light of
Babbage's model ensures that the risk of mis-treating
Babbage's work is slim.

Computational Time

The First Evolutionary Simulation
Model
Babbage's (1837) model (see also Babbage, 1864,
Chapter XXIX "Miracles" for a rather whimsical account of the model's development) was situated within
what was then a controversial debate. It addressed
the dispute between catastrophists and uniforrnitarzans. Prima facie this debate was internal to geology,
since it concerned the geological record's potential to
show evidence of divine intervention (principally in the
form of support for the Old Testament accounts of the
Creation and the Deluge). Cata.strophists argued for
an interventionist interpretation of geological evidence,
taking discontinuities in the record to be indicators of
the occurrence of miracles (violations of laws of nature). In contrast, uniforniitarians insisted that in order to carry out scientific enquiry, the entire geological
record must be assumed to be the result of unchanging processes. Allowing a role for divine miracles, the
uniformitarians claimed, would render competing explanations equally valid. No theory could be claimed
to be more parsimonious or coherent than a competing
theory that invoked necessarily inexplicable exogenous
influences iiì its account of the phenomena at issue.
Although this dispute had already been dealt some-

Figure 1: Babbage's (1836) evolutionary simulation
model represented the empirically observed history of
geological change as evidenced by the geological record

(upper panel) as the output of a computing machine
following a program (lower panel). A suitably programmed computing maclime could generate sequences
of output that exhibited discontinuities without requiring external influence. Hence discontinuities in the ac-

tual geological record did not require "catastrophic"
divine intervention, but could be the result of "gradualist" processes.

thing of a death blow with Lyell's (1830) publication of
his Principles of Geology, the publication of the Bridgewater treatises and works like them evidences its slow
demise. Only subsequent to the coup de griîce provided

by Darwin's work on evolution did natural theology
texts finally cease to be published (Brock, 1966).
Babbage's response t.o the catastrophist position was

to construct what can now be recognised as a simple evolutionary simulation model (see figure 1). He
proposed that a suitably programmed difference en-
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gine could he made to output a series of numbers according to some law (e.g., the integers, in order, from
O onwards), but then at some pre-defined point (e. g,
100,000) begin to output a series of numbers according to some different law (e.g., the integers, in order,
from 200,000 onwards). Although the output of such a
difference engine (an analogue of the geological record)
would feature a discontiiiiiit.y (in our example the jump

from 100,000 to 200,000), the underlying process responsible for this output would have remained constant
(i.e., the general law, or Irograni, that the machine was
obeying would not have changed). The discontinuity
would have been the result of the naturally unfolcliiig
mechanical (and coni putational) process. No external
tinkering analogous to the assumed intervention of a
providential deity would have taken place.
Babbage thus tried to show that what. might appear to be discontiituities were not necessarily the re-

sult of meddling, hut could be the natural result of
unchanging processes. In doing this he cultivated the
image of God as a programmer, engineer, or indus-

trialist, capable of setting a process in motion that
would accomplish His intentions without Him intervening repeatedly. Iii Victorian Britain, the notion of
God as draughtsnian of au autoiììatic' universe, one

that would run unassisted, without individual acts of
creation, destruction, etc., proved attractive. 'l'his con-

ception was subsequently reitçrated by several other
natural philosophers (e.g., Darwin, Lyell, and Chambers) who argued that it implied "a grander view of the
Creator One who operated by general laws" (Young,
1985, p.148).
For the purposes of this paper, what is of interest are
not the theological implications of Babbage's work, nor

the effect it had on the catastrophist/uniformitarian
debate, but the manner in which Babbage mobihisecl
his computational resources to attack a theoretical position. Babbage's computational system was a simple analogue of a natural system (the geology of the
planet) implemented mechanically. Babbage did not
seek to capture the complexity of real geology in his
system. Indeed the analogy between the difference engine's program and geological processes is a crude one.
However, the formal resemblance between the computing machine and the geological process is sufficient to

no mention of competition, heritable variation, limited

resources, etc., would indicate that, even if it could
be called a simulation iiiodel, Babbage's programmed
calculator should not be awarded the status of evolutionary simulation model. However, the adjective evolutionary is being used hiere not to invoke the notion of
biological evolutionary change, hut to draw attention
to the fact that Babbage's model was implemented as
a dynamic, unfolding, process. For the moment, a few
brief observations will serve to give a flavour of what
us intended by the phraset.
First, the fact that Babbage's model is an unfolding
computational process sets it apart from work in which
models of dynamic change are constructed as mathe-

matical proofs and are thus not evolutionary simulations. For example, Malthus' (1798) work on population dynamics, in which he demonstrated that population growth would outstrip that of agriculture, was
constructed using paper and pencil.
However, it is not merely the computational nature
of Babbage's model that ensures its status as an evolut.ionary simulation model. His reliance on the ongoing
dynamic behaviour of his computational model, rather
than oui any end result it might produce, distinguishes
it from modelling work which, although involving computational processes, lises computers as tools for solving what would otherwise prove to be intractable mathei'natical problems. For example, the use of computers
to discover digits of pi, or to iteratively solve the differential equations that might comprise a model of population dynamics, do not count as evolutionary simulation modelling since the computational processes involved are merely the means of reaching a particular
solution. In contrast, the substantive element of Bahbage's model is the evolutionary aspect of the simulation (i.e., the manner in which it changes over time). In
the scenario that Babbage considers, his suitably programmed difference engine will, in principle, run forever. Its calculation is not intended to produce some
end product, hut rather the ongoing calculation is itself
the object of interest.
In the following sections particular aspects of Bahbage's model will be expanded upon. First, the ïmplications of considering the dynamic behaviour of a

enable a point about the latter system's dynamics to

model to be central, rather than concentrating on the
end-product of some calculation, will be discussed.

be made. Babbage's computing machine is thus clearly
being employed as a model.

Dynamics and Stasis

Evolutionary Simulation Models

Artificial life is perhaps exclusively concerned with sys-

What grounds do we have for claiming that Babbage's

model is an example of an evolutionary simulation
model? At first glance, the fact that the model involves

tenis that change over time, and, furthermore, the
'For a more detailed treatment of the notion of evolutionary simulation modelling see Bullock (1997).
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manner in which such systems change over time2.
Whether the system be a cellular automaton implernenting the "game of life", an autonomous robot designed to navigate an extra-terrestrial terrain or a
model of "complexity at the edge of chaos", it is consid-

ered as a time-varying system with a certain dynamic
character. lt is this character that is of interest to the
artificial life practitioner. Will the dynamic character
of the cellular automaton admit of "universal computation"? Will the dynamic character of the autonomous
robot result in robust walking behaviour? Will the dynamic character of the model exhibit "complexity at
the edge of chaos"?

We can contrast this interest in dynamic change
with the approach taken by game-theoretic models
(von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1944). Despite being similarly concerned with systems that change over
time (economies, individual economic agents, ecolo-

gies, populations of creatures, individual creatures,
etc.), game-theoretic accounts of adaptive phenomena
typically assume that the systems under consideration
are at, or near, equilibria. Once this assumption is in
place, the game theorist is faced with the task of specifying a model that admits of stable equilibria with a
character that matches that of the observed economic
or biological system.
For example, neo-classical economic theory asserts
that since the economic agent, horno economicus, is an
ideal maximiser of expected utility, such agents will
clear a market at the equilibrium price. There is thus
no sense in asking what behaviour would result from a
system comprised of agents who cannot maximise expected utility. Such a system is far from equilibrium,
and thus not likely to be found to reflect real economic
situations in which markets are either at or near equilibria. Since, from this perspective, economic agents
are assumed to be optimal players, one merely needs
to identify the equilibriuin price analytically in order
to describe the behaviour of the market, as this is the
price that will he settled upon. Attention to the global
dynamics of the model is not necessary since the s'stern will not spend time far from equilibrium.
Whilst these assumptions are, for the most part, em-

ineiìtly reasonable, there are scenarios in which the
conditions that real economic agents find themselves
in result in their inability to find the equilibrium price,

e.g., sellers at an auction who are wary of the existence of cartels amongst. their fellow bidders. In order to model these systems, approaches that take into
account a richer pallet of dynamic behaviour are nec2Artificial life is clearly not the only field concerned with
dvnaniical systems. Related fields such as cybernetics and
control theory, for instance, share simdar interests.

essary (see, e.g., Bininore, 1987, 1988, for critiques of
the traditional axiomatic approach to game-theoretic
economic inodelling).

A similar perspective is evident within gametheoretic accounts of evolutionary systems. Maynard Smith (1982) identifies this problem at the outset
of his hook, Evolution and the Theory of Games,

"An obvious weakness of the game-theoretic approach to evolution is that it places great emphasis on equilibrium states, whereas evolution is a
process of continuous, or at least periodic change.
'[he same criticism can be levelled at the emphasis on equilibria in population genetics. It is of
course mathematically easier to analyse equilibria
than trajectories of change" (p. 8).
However, unlike economists, evolutionary game theorists have better grounds for pursuing a program of
what Frank (1998) terms comparative statics than this
appeal to the intractability of dynamic models. Iden-

tifying equilibria, and exploring their sensitivity to
model parameters in order to make predictions about
analogous real-world systems is a process with sorne
chance of engaging with empirical biological observations, since, given that the natural systems around us
are likely to be at or near equilibrium, we have some
chance of collecting appropriate data. The likelihood of
obtaining the observations necessary to decide between
competing theories invoking trajectories of change is
much smaller.
One area in which such data are routinely collected
is in the construction of phylogenetic histories by systematicians
the bioscience descendents of the geologists that Babbage's model addressed. For our present
purposes, these histories are important because differing evolutionary theories often make the same predic-

tions concerning current states of affairs. This is because it is present-day phenomena that the theories
attempt to account for. However, competing theories
may make differing predictions concerning the prior
states of affairs that have led to the current situation.
For instance, Ryan (1990) attempts to distinguish
between theories that compete to account for the character of sensory systems and signailing behaviour extant in the natural world by constructing a phylogenetic tree for several species of frog. From this hypothetical history of speciation events Ryan attempts
to discount certain theories whose predictions do not
match the historical account he has constructed.
Evolutionary simulation modelling can contribute to
this style of hypothesis testing in a way in which modelling methodologies that exclusively attend to equilibria cannot. An evolutionary simulation model provides an account of not only the behaviour of a system
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at ec1uilibriurn, but also the behaviour which that system passed through before it reached this equilibrium.
Such accounts of the trajectories followed by evolving
populations prior to (potentially) achieving ectuilibria
might be used to distinguish between competing theo-

evolutionary stable strategies in biology, Nash ec1inlihria in economics, or "exit, points' in language change

be clarified through evolutionary simulation modelling.

Labos', 1994), rather than the general dynamic beliaviour of such models. 'I'his is not to say that game
theory and other formal approaches cannot tolerate
limit sets of a. higher order than constant trajectories,
or have no consideration of initial conditions or transient behaviours. However, such matters are typically
regarded as special cases that require additional analytic techniques if they are to he addressed at all (e.g.,
Maynard Smith, 1982, devotes an appendix to dealing

The predictions reulting from such a clarification

wit li cyclic trajectories).

could then be compared to empirical data in the usual
manner.
Although it is perhaps reasonable to expect the natural systems we see around us to be at stable equilibria

In contrast, evolutionary simulation modelling will
principally concern itself with the character of a
model's evolutionary dynamics rather than some "end

ries.

This is not to say that data from simulations will
simply augment data from phylogenetic reconstructions, but that the implications of evolutionary theories for the character of evolutionary trajectories might

given the evolutionary timescales involved, as with eco-

nomic systems, there are situations in which evolving
populations may consistently fail to reach equilibria,
or in which the equilibria that evolutionary systems do
reach are more complicated than point attractors. For
example, Maynard Smith follows the passage quoted
above with a prediction that cyclic attractors will be
discovered to characterise much of the behaviour exhibited by players involved in asymmetric games. This
prediction ha.s been supported by the discovery of a
species of lizard that occurs in three distinct morphs,
each of which dominates one other morph, and is dominated by the remaining morph. Such a system is analogous to the parlour game scissors-paper-stone, in which
playing one move consistently will never be a lasting
strategy since any such strategy can he defeated (Sinervo 1 Lively, 1996; Maynard Smith, 1996).

product" of these dynamics, whether it he within a
population of learning economic agents, a population
of evolving creatures, or a population supporting a developing culture or language. From this inherently dynamic perspective, cyclic limit sets and start-up transients, drift and chaos, are on an equal footing with
game theory's cardinal limit set, the point attractor.

Subject Matter
Perhaps the aspect of Babbage's model that most
clearly distinguishes it from modern evolutionary simulation modelling is its subject matter. Several issues
are related to this observation.
First., the overtly theological concerns of the debate
Babbage engaged with are for the most part missing
from contemporary science. Modern scientists now

many interesting games exhibit ni.ultiple equilibria. Unfortunately, naked game theory is unable to determine,
given the existence of more than one equilibrium state,

rarely struggle against matters of faith or religion in
print (see Dawkins, 1998, however, for one contemporary example). Despite this, just as certain commentators claim that Babbage's model influenced the
conception of God in the 19th century (Young, 1985),
some researchers have taken modern artificial life to

which equilibrium a population will arrive at. Additional criteria for deciding between equilibria (e.g.,
on grounds of parity, efficiency, etc.) have been of-

have implications for the relationship between religion
and science (Helmreich, 1997).
Leaving religious matters to one side, it is also the

fered (Harsanyi & Selten, 1988), but these often appear
somewhat arbitrary. The natural solution to this equilibrium selection problem is to enquire which equilibria
arise from which initial conditions (e.g., Binmore, Gale,
& Samuelson, 1995a; Binmore, Samuelson, Vaughan,
1995b) - a question addressing the dynamic character
of the model..
Despite acknowledging that the behaviour of adaptive systems is inherently dynamic, and that attention
to these dynamics might enable theorists to distinguish
between competing theories, theorists often eschew the
study of dynamic change. This accounts for the accent
placed on the fixed points of models, whether they be

case that whereas Babbage's system models an ab-

In addition, theorists are coming to realise that

stract geological process, the majority of current mod-

elling work in this vein addresses biological subject
matter. Despite the fact. that modern evolutionary
simulation modelling has tended to address biological
questions, commentators have recognised its potential
to address problems in other disciplines. However, it
is probable that in 1836, Babbage and his contemporaries would not have recognised a difference between,
for instance, geology and biology, since these fields and
niany others under the umbrella of natural philosophy
had yet to part company and begin to specialise. Now

that we understand that the mechanism by which or-
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ganismic evolution proceeds (the differential transmission of genetic material) is not present in geological,
economic, linguistic or psychological systems, should
we be wary of the recent trend within artificial life of
applying simulation models of adaptation to an ever
broader class of topics and problems?3
Some of the non-biological disciplines that are beginning to adopt this approach have been exploring
questions of change for some considerable time. For
instance, both anthropology and linguistics involve a
historical, diachronic or developmental element. The
study of language change, for instance, predates Darwin's theory of evolution; indeed Darwin made use of
research into the history and relatedness of languages
in formulating his theory of natural selection.
In contrast, other disciplines have taken up the challenge of understanding the dynamics of their phenomena more recently. For example, economics (despite
the prompting of Veblen, 1898, at the turn of the century) has only recently begun to consider the processes
that might underly the evolution of economic systems
(c.f., the inception of the Journal of Evolutionary Economics in 1991, that builds on the pioneering work of
Joseph Schumpeter, e.g., 1934). Previously such matters were the preserve of historians of economics.
In the most extreme cases, novel scientific programs
must be developed in order to pursue the implications
of an adaptive systems perspective. Memetics, the
study of the evolution of ideas, is one example of such
a neonatal paradigm.

What links this rather disparate group of disciplines is their concern with the dynamics of adapt atzon.

These dynamics are often studied by modellers using
techniques developed specifically to deal with their indiginous problems, with no reference to evolution, or
even with explicit rejection of evolutionary thinking.
However, increasingly theorists are coming to see parallels between the dynamics underlying many different adaptive systems (cf., the proliferation ofjournals,
meetings and hook titles involving Evolutionary as a
leading adjective). Although, the systems that they
study do not involve adaptation in the form of orthodox organismic evolution, nevertheless, the necessary
ingredients for adaptation can be identified: competition for limited resources and heritable variation. For
economic systems, the limiting resource is utility, the
3For example, Miller (1997) has recently appealed to
the notion of self-organization in an attempt to resolve the
apparent paradox presented by, on the one hand, the discovery of Hitler's indolence, and, on the other, the intensely
structured order of the Third Reich. Miller quotes evidence
from artificial life simulations that suggest that complex
order may arise from simple local interactions, rather than
requiring global co-ordination from some central executive.

variation exists at the level of economic strategy and
inheritance occurs socially through some kind of learning mechanism. For linguistics, the limiting resource is
language users, the variation exists at the level of Ianguage structure and inheritance again occurs socially
through language transmission.
Evolutionary biologists enjoy an advantage over
evolutionary simulation modellers dealing with nonbiological systems in that they possess a detailed understanding of the mechanisms underlying biological
evolution. As yet, comparable understanding of economic, linguistic, cultural, or psychological adaptation is relatively lacking. Non-biological adaptationists have made progress by appropriating mechanisms
from biological evolution. However, the extent to
which these adaptive mechanisms are merely being
used metaphorically is often unclear. For example, the
epidemiological notions of contagion used by Cavalli-

Sforza and Feldman (1981) to model the spread of
innovations may be considered to apply literally or
metaphorically, depending, perhaps, on one's perspec-

In contrast, it has been argued (Crick, 1989)
that the concept of competitive exclusion that underlies "Neural Darwinism" (Edelman, 1987) does not
constitute a literal example of natural selection in the
brain due to crucial disimilarities between Darwinism
and "Edelmanism" . Fundamental research into the
unique character of these non-biological adaptive systems must eventually reify or replace these placeholders (e.g., Gatherer, 1998).
The prospect of multiple levels of adaptation interacting with one another further complicates the pictive.

ture. 'l'he lea ru i ng mechanisms invoked by economists,

linguists and cultural anthropologists are not fixed entities, but are themselves the results of adaptive evolutionary processes. Some effort has been made to model
the interaction between learning and evolution (e.g.,
Hinton & Nowlan, 1987) and to apply the insights thus

gained to non-biological adaptationist research programs (e.g., Kirby & Hurford, 1997). But until theoretical approaches to parallel, interacting adaptive systems (e.g., Lalancl, Odling-Smee, & Feldman, in press)
can he shown to be sound, these modelling enterprises
will he less secure than their biological forebears.
In summary, any research paradigm that st.udies the

behaviour of systems of entities which interact, with
each other and their environment over time such that
they change in an adaptive fashion is amenable to the
evolutionary sinulation inodelling approach. Vliile
Babbage's application of a simulation model to what
is now considered to be a non-biological topic presaged
modern simulations of non-biological adaptive systems,

his model is lacking in a sophisticated notion of gea-
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logical adaptation. Indeed it is unclear whether

geo-

ena emerges from the action of lower-level entities al-

logical systems can be classed as adaptive iii the sense
described above. It is apparent that modern descendents of Babbage's model are more concerned with the

lows that an understanding of the constructive relationship that links them may he all that is required
to account for the behaviour at the aggregate level of

details of how adaptation occurs in natural systems,
rather than merely demonstrating that some phenomena can be replicated on a machine. This notion will
be pursued further in the next section.

description. F'or example, a simulation model of traffic
dynamics may involve routines that deal with the individual vehicles comprising the traffic without at any
point explicitly invoking the higher-level phenomenon
of "jams". Despite this, the simulation may be a useful
way of modelling how jams behave if, through analysis
of the simulation, an understanding of how the "emergent" phenomena derive from the atomic entities can
be achieved.

Emergence and Individuals
The phenomenon at the heart of Babbage's model
-- discontinuity
is emblematic of the concerns of
present-clay researchers employing evolutionary simu-

lation models. However, it is in its approach to nonlinearity that Babbage's model departs most significantly from modern models.
There is a superficial resemblance between the catas-

tropliist debate of the 19th century and the more recent dispute over the theory of punctuated equilibria
introduced by Eldreclge and Gould (1973). Both arguments revolved around the significance of what appear to he abrupt changes at geological time scales.
However, while Babbage 's dispute centered on whether
change conI I he explained by one continuously operating process or must involve two different mechanisms
(the first being geological processes, the second Divine

intervention), Gould and Elclridge take pains to point
out that their theory does not supercede phylogenetic
gradualism, but augments it. They wish to explain the
two apparent modes of action evidenced by the fossil
record (long periods of stasis, short bursts of change),
not by invoking two processes, hut by explaining the
unevenness of evolutionary change. In this respect,
the theory that Eldridge and Gould supply attempts
to meet a modern challenge: that of explaining nonlinearity, rather than merely accommodating it.
Whereas Babbage's aim was merely to demonstrate
that a certain kind of non-linearity was logically possible in the absence of exogenous interference, modern researchers are probing questions of how and why
non-linearities arise from the homogeneous action of
low-level entities, and what implications these nonlinearities may have for the systems under examination. In order to achieve this, modern simulation roodeIs have had to move beyond the elegant but simplistic
form of Babbage's demonstration.
This increased sophistication sterns, in part, from
the tise of an explanatory strategy that invokes a "constructive" relationship between at least two relevant
levels of description: a level of explicitly modelled individual atomic entities and a higher level of aggre-

It is important to explicate the differences between
this kind of explanatory project and the task met by
Babbage's model. Babbage did not need to model a
system of entities at some atomic geological level of
abstraction and then simulate the emergence of discontinuities in the geological record since his project
was merely to demonstrate that a class of phenomena could exist in the absence of an element that had
previously been considered necessary
external intervention. As such nothing hinged on the manner in
which the natural phenomena actually did arise. This
kind of explanation is a proof of concept of the type:
"it is commonly thought that M is needed to generate P, but here is a model in which M is missing, but
something that looks like P is exhibited". One of the
challenges for modern evolutionary simulation models

is to move beyond this kind of explanation, and reveal the constructive relationships that hold between
atomic and emergent levels of description (see, e.g.; Di
Paolo, Noble & Bullock, this volume, for further discussion).

Babbage himself was not satisfied with merely
demonstrating through simulation modelling that apparent discontinuities could be the result of unchanging mechanical processes. He also spent some time
developing theories with which he sought to explain
how specific examples of geological discontinuity could

have arisen as the result of physical geological processes. One example of apparently rapid geological
change that had figured prominently in geological debate since being depicted on the frontispiece of LyelI's
Principles of Geology was the appearence of the Temple of Seraphis on the edge of the Bay of Baiae in Pozzuoli, Italy. 'I'he surface of the 42-foot pillars of the
temple are characterised by three regimes. l'lie lower

gate phenomena. The notion that the possibly com-

portions of the pillars are smooth, their central portions have been attacked by marine creatures, while
above this region the pillars are weathered but otherwise undamaged. These abrupt changes in the charac-

plex and non-linear behaviour of higher-level phenom-

ter of the surface of the pillars were taken by geologists
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to be evidence that the temple had been partially submerged for a considerable period of time.
For Lyell (1830), an explanation could be found in
the considerable seismic activity which, historically,
had characterised the area. It was well known that
eruptions could cover land in considerable amounts of
volcanic material and that earthquakes could suddenly
raise or lower tracts of land. Lyell reasoned, that a volcanic eruption could have buried the lower portion of
the pillars before an earthquake lowered the land upon
which the temple stood into the sea. Thus the lower
portion would have been preserved from erosion, while
a middle portion would have been subjected to marine
perforations, and an upper section to the weathering
associated with wind and rain.
Recent work by Dolan (1998) has uncovered the im-

pact that Babbage's own thoughts on the puzzle of
the pillars had on this debate. Babbage, while visiting
the temple, noted an aspect of the pillars which had
hitherto gone undetected: a patch of calciated stone
located between the central, perforated, section, and
the lower, smooth, portion. Babbage inferred that this
calciation had been caused, over considerable time,
by calcium bearing spring waters which had gradu-

ally flooded the temple, as the land upon which it
stood sank lower and lower. Eventually this subsidence

caused the temple pillars to sink below sea-level and
resulted in the marine erosion evident on the middle
portion of the columns.
Thus Babbage's explanation invoked gradual processes of cumulative change, rather than abrupt
episodes of discontinuous change, despite the fact that
the evidence presented by the pillars is that of sharply
seperated regimes. Babbage's account of this gradual

change relied on the notion that a central, variable
source of heat, below the earth's crust, caused expansion and contraction of the land masses above it. This
expansion or contraction would lead to subsidence or
elevation of the land masses involved. Babbage exploited the power of his new calculating machine in
attempting to prove his theory, but' not in the form of
a simulation model. Instead, .he used the engine to calculate tables of values that represented the expansion
of granite under various temperature regimes. With
these tables, Babbage could estimate the temperature
changes that would have been necessary to cause the
effects manifested by the Temple of Seraphis.
Here, Babbage is using a computer, and is moving beyond a gradualist account that merely tolerates
cliscontinuities (i.e., his Bridgewater Treatise) to one
that atteinptes top explain them. However, his engine is not being employed as an evolutionary simulation model, but as a prosthetic calculating device. The

complex, repetitive, computations involved in produc-

ing and compiling these tables of figures would normally have been carried out by "computers", people
employed to make calculations manually. In replacing
this error-prone, slow and costly manual calculation
with his mechanical reckoning device, Babbage demon-

strates the application of computing power to solving
problems that are otherwise intractable. This use of
computers has become widespread in modern science.
Numerical and iterative techniques for calculating (or
at least approximating) the results of what would be
extremely taxing or tedious problems has become a
mainstay of much academic practice.
In contrast, evolutionary simulation models of the
kind discussed in this paper offer a new role for powerful computers. Where Babbage employed his machine to either (i) demonstrate that some natural phenomenon could be simulated in the absence of an element that had previously been deemed a necessary
pre-requisite, or (n) perform otherwise intractable calculations in order to support theory building/testing,
modern simulation modellers attempt to move beyond
these uses in pursuing an explanatory strategy in which
simulations are used to directly explore explanatory
theories proposed as ways of understanding how complex, aggregate behaviour might arise from the homogeneous action of lower-level entities.

A successful example of completing this explana-

tory task can be found in Di Paolo's (2000) model
of the evolution of co-ordinated communication. Using an individual-based evolutionary simulation model
featuring a spatially distributed population of agents
and playing an action-response game, Di Paolo shows
that even in situations for which game-theoretic considerations predict that co-ordination will be unstable, co-ordination may arise and persist. At this point
the model has fulfilled the same explanatory role as
that of Babbage's Bridgewater Treatise: an aggregate
phenomena (co-ordinated communication) has been
demonstrated in the absence of an element previously
deemed necessary (i.e., an appropriate equilibrium in
the underlying game). Di Paolo accounts for the presence and character of this co-ordinated communication
by first drawing attention to the manner in which the
spatial structure of the medium gives rise to clusters
of individuals. Subsequent exploration reveals that individuals in the center of such clusters face a scenario
that differs significantly from those at the periphery.
A nalysis demonstrates that. the strategic asymmetry
induced by this spatial organisation is sufficient to enable co-ordinated communication to persist as a stable
strategy.
Notice that merely appealing to the existence of spa-
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tial clustering and invokiiig the idea that co-ordination
"emerges" from the interactions of game-players that
exist in a spatially-structured rnediunì would be to fall
short of such a successful explanation. Such an appeal
would in fact be closer to the apologeticist use of "miracles" as explanations for phenomena that would otherwise be inexplicable. Indeed construing emergent phenomena to be those aggregate phenomena for which,
as yet, we have no reductionist explanation (Ronald,
Sipper, & Capcarrère, 1999) would seem to LflVite this
comparison.
In summary Babbage's model usefully demonstrates
a simple explanatory strategy which modern evolutionary simulation modelling hopes to move beyond. In
order to do so, evolutionary simulation models must
do more than invoke the notion of emergence. The relationship between atomic and aggregate phenomena
must be explicated successfully.

tha.t Babbage's empirically-driven theories on the geological processes responsible for the appearence of the
l'emple of Seraphis were readily taken on board by flic
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Babbage, C. (1864). Passages from the Life of o Philoso-

In many respects Babbage's model second-guesses as-

pects of modern evolutionary simulation modelling.
His use of an ongoing computational program to model

the dynamics of a natural system, his attention to a
debate that would now be regarded as external to evolutionary biology, and his concentratìon on high-level
non-linear phenomena and the ability of low-level processes to give rise to them, are all prominent features of
modern individual-based simulations of adaptive systems.

However, Babbage's model does not address the
manner in which exploring the dynamics of a simulation can explicate the constructive relationships that

eminent uniformitartian geologists of the time. Like
Babbage's Bridgewater treatise, contemporary evolutionary simulation models may also be "uninvited".
Perhaps the lessons we can learn from Babbage's work

will ensure that current modelling efforts have more
chance of gaiiung a better reception.
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